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Abstra t. We des ribe the design of a de larative debugger for diagnosing wrong answers in lazy fun tional logi programs with polymorphi
type dis ipline. Following a known te hnique, the debugger is based on
a program transformation: transformed programs return the omputation trees needed for debugging, in addition to the results expe ted by
sour e programs. Thanks to a areful spe i ation of the translation, we
are able to prove its orre tness w.r.t. well-typing and program semanti s. As additional improvements w.r.t. related approa hes, we solve a
previously open problem on erning the use of urried fun tions, and
we provide a orre t method for avoiding redundant questions to the
user during debugging. A prototype implementation of the debugger is
available. Extensions of the debugger to deal with missing answers and
onstraints are planned as future work.

1

Introdu tion

De larative debugging, rst proposed in [14℄, is a general te hnique used to
dete t bugs on the basis of the intended meaning of the sour e program. It
is parti ularly suitable when debugging de larative programs, sin e it allows
disregarding operational details.
The key idea is to build a omputation tree (CT) [8℄ representing the erroneous
omputation we intend to debug. Ea h node in the CT represents the out ome
of a omputation step and must be determined by the results at its hildren
nodes. This tree is then traversed, looking for nodes erroneous w.r.t. the intended
meaning of the program. To determine whether a node is erroneous, the debugger
asks an external ora le (generally the user). However, dete ting erroneous nodes
is not enough: a result in a node an be erroneous due to erroneous hildren. An
erroneous node with no erroneous hildren is alled a buggy node following [8℄.
The debugger reports buggy nodes as sour es of bugs in the program, sin e they
produ e an erroneous result from valid (i.e. non erroneous) in oming values.
From an explanatory point of view, de larative debugging an be seen as a two
stage pro ess. Following the terminology from [15℄, the two stages are alled CT
generation and CT navigation, respe tively.
This paper des ribes the design of a de larative debugger of wrong answers in
lazy fun tional logi programs with polymorphi type dis ipline. Following a
?
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known idea ([15, 11, 9, 13℄), we use a program transformation for CT generation.
We give a areful spe i ation of the transformation and we show its advantages
w.r.t. previous related ones. A prototype of the debugger for the lazy fun tional
logi language T OY [6℄ has been implemented. The paper also des ribes some
new te hniques we have developed for avoiding redundant questions to the user
during the navigation phase.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Se t. 2 olle ts some preliminaries,
and Se t. 3 summarizes the ontributions of our work w.r.t. previous related
papers. Our approa h to CT generation and navigation, with detailed explanations of the new ontributions, are presented in Se t. 4 and 5, respe tively. Our
on lusions are in Se t. 6. Due to la k of spa e, proofs have been limited to brief
sket hes. Detailed proofs will be given in a full version of the paper.

2

Preliminaries

Fun tional Logi Programming (FLP for short) aims at the integration of the
best features of urrent fun tional and logi languages; see [4℄ for a survey. This
paper deals with de larative debugging for lazy FLP languages su h as Curry or
T OY [5, 6℄. In this se tion we re all the basi fa ts about syntax, type dis ipline
and de larative semanti s for lazy FLP programs. We follow the formalization
given in [3℄, but we use the on rete syntax of T OY for program examples.

2.1 Types, Expressions and Substitutions
We assume a ountableSset TV ar of type variables ; ; : : : and a ountable
ranked alphabet TC = n2N TC n of type onstru tors C . The set Type of valid
types  2 Type is built as  ::=
( 2 TV ar) j (C 1 : : : n ) (C 2 TC n ) j
0
( !  ). By onvention, C  n abbreviates (C 1 : : : n ), \!" asso iates to
the right,  n !  abbreviates 1 !    ! n !  , and the set of type variables
o urring in  is written tvar( ). A type  is alled monomorphi i tvar( ) = ;,
and polymorphi otherwise. A type without any o urren e of \!" is alled a
datatype.
A
signatureSover TC is a triple  = hTC; DC; FSi, where DC =
S polymorphi
n
n
n2N FS are ranked sets of data onstru tors resp.
n2N DC and FS =
de ned fun tion symbols. Ea h n-ary 2 DC n omes with a prin ipal type de laration ::  n ! C k , where n; k  0; 1 ; : : : ; k are pairwise di erent, i are
datatypes, and tvar(i )  f 1 ,. . . , k g for all 1  i  n (so- alled transparen y
property ). Also, every n-ary f 2 FS n omes with a prin ipal type de laration
f ::  n !  , where i ,  are arbitrary types. In pra ti e, ea h FLP program P
has a signature whi h orresponds to the type de larations o urring in P . In
the rest of this se tion we assume some xed signature  , not made expli it in
the notation.
Assuming a ountable set V ar of variables, disjoint from  , partial expressions
e 2 Exp? have the syntax e ::= ? j X j h j(e e0) where X 2 V ar; h 2 DC [ FS .
Expressions of the form (e e0 ) stand for the appli ation of e (a ting as a fun tion)

to e0 (a ting as an argument). As usual, we assume that appli ation asso iates
to the left and thus (e0 e1 : : : en ) abbreviates ((: : : (e0 e1 ) : : :) en ). The spe ial
symbol ? (read bottom) represents an unde ned value. The set of data variables
o urring in e is written var(e). An expression e is alled losed i var(e) = ;,
and open otherwise. Moreover, e is alled linear i every X 2 var(e) has one
single o urren e in e. Partial patterns t 2 Pat?  Exp? are built as t ::= ?
j X j t1 : : : tm j f t1 : : : tm where 2 DC n ; 0  m  n and f 2 FS n; 0  m <
n. Expressions and patterns without any o urren e of ? are alled total. We
write Exp and Pat for the sets of total expressions and patterns, respe tively.
A tually, the symbol ? never o urs in a program's text; but it may o ur during
debugging, as we will see.
An expression e 2 Exp? is alled well-typed i there exist some type environment
T (a set of type assumptions X ::  for the variables o urring in e) and some
type  , su h that the type judgement T `W T e ::  an be derived by means of the
type inferen e rules from Milner's type system. A well-typed expression always
admits a so- alled prin ipal type (PT) that is more general than any other. A
pattern whose PT determines the PTs of its subpatterns is alled transparent.
See [3℄ for more details.
Total substitutions are mappings  : V ar ! Pat with a unique extension ^ :
Exp ! Exp, whi h will be noted also as . The set of all substitutions is denoted
as Subst. The set Subst? of all the partial substitutions  : V ! Pat? is de ned
analogously. We write e for the result of applying the substitution  to the
expression e. As usual,  = fX1 7! t1 ; : : : ; Xn 7! tn g stands for the substitution
that satis es Xi   ti , with 1  i  n and Y   Y for all Y 2 VnfX1 ; : : :; Xn g.
Type substitutions, mapping type variables to types, an be de ned similarly.

2.2 Programs and Goals

A well-typed program P is a set of de ning rules for the fun tion symbols in its
signature. De ning rules for f 2 FS n have the form
(R)
f t1 : : :tn !
r
( |{z}
C where
LD
|{z}
|{z}

| {z }

left-hand side

right-hand side

ondition

lo al de nitions

satisfying the following requirements:
(i) t1 : : : tn is a linear sequen e of transparent patterns and r any expression.
(ii) C is a sequen e of onditions e1 == e01 ; : : : ek == e0k , where ei , e0i are
expressions.
(iii) LD is a sequen e of statements s1
d1 ; : : : ; sm dm , where di are expressions and si are transparent linear patterns. This is intended as a lo al, nonre ursive de nition of values for new variables o urring in sm . Therefore, we require that any variable in si must not o ur in t1 ; : : : tn , s1 ; : : : sj 1 , sj +1 ; : : : sm ,
and an o ur in dj only if j > i.
(iv) There is some type environment T whi h well-types the left-hand and righthand sides of the rule a ording to the prin ipal type of f . Moreover, T must
well-type ea h statement o urring in C or LD, by deriving a ommon type for
its two sides.

data nat

= z

j

su

nat

from :: nat -> [nat℄
from N
= N:from (su

N)

head :: [A℄ -> A
head (X:Xs)
= X

twi e :: (A -> A) -> A -> A
twi e F X
= F (F X)

tail :: [A℄ -> [A℄
tail (X:Xs)
= Xs

drop4 :: [A℄ -> [A℄
drop4
= twi e twi e tail

plus :: nat -> nat -> nat
plus z Y
= Y
plus (su X) Y = su (plus X Y)

map :: (A -> B) -> [A℄ -> [B℄
map F [ ℄
= [℄
map F (X:Xs) = (F X : map F Xs)

times :: nat -> nat -> nat
times z Y
= z
times (su X) Y = plus X (times X Y) % Should be plus Y (times X Y)
Figure 2.2: An erroneous

T OY

program

Informally, the intended meaning of a rule like (R) is that a all to fun tion f
an be redu ed to r whenever the a tual parameters mat h the patterns ti , and
the onditions and lo al de nitions are satis ed. A ondition e == e0 is satis ed
by evaluating e and e0 to some ommon total pattern. A lo al de nition s d
is satis ed by evaluating d to some possibly partial pattern whi h mat hes s.
In the on rete syntax of T OY , the symbol \=" is used in pla e of \!00 and
\ 00 within de ning rules. Fig. 2.2 shows a small T OY program. In addition to
z and su , the signature in ludes also the prede ned list onstru tors [℄ and (:)
(used in in x notation). The de ning rules, having neither onditions nor lo al
de nitions, are hopefully self-explanatory. The arity of ea h fun tion equals the
number of formal parameters in its rules. In parti ular, drop4 (a fun tion whi h
eliminates the rst four elements of a given list) has arity 0, in spite of its type.
The se ond rule for times is in orre t w.r.t. the intended meaning of times as
the multipli ation operation.
Formally, the semanti s of any program an be spe i ed by means of the rewriting al ulus GORC from [3℄. There, onditions e == e0 are written as e ./ e0
and alled joinability statements, while lo al de nitions s
d are written as
d ! s and alled approximation statements. In our previous paper [1℄ we have
presented a simple variant of GORC (the semanti al ulus SC) whi h an be
used to build Abbreviated Proof Trees (APTs) 1 . Results in [1℄ ensure the orre tness of de larative debugging using APTs as CTs. Nodes in APTs in lude
basi statements of the form f tn ! t (with f 2 FS n , ti , t patterns), whi h
be ome the questions asked to the ora le during the navigation phase of debugging. In this ontext, f tn ! t is not interpreted as a lo al de nition. Rather,
it laims that t approximates the result returned by the fun tion all f tn . In
the sequel, we write P ` ' to indi ate that the statement ' an be proved from
1 In [1℄ joinability statements were not onsidered for the sake of simpli ity, and approximation statements were not used to represent lo al de nitions in de ning rules.

program P in the semanti al ulus SC. As in [1℄, we also assume an intended
model I represented as the set of basi statements whi h are viewed as valid by
the ora le.
We onsider initial goals of the form G = e1 == e01 ; : : : ; ek == e0k . As in logi
programming, goals an in lude logi variables that may be ome bound to patterns when the goal is solved. A solution for G is any total substitution  su h
that P ` G. A solution  is valid i G is valid in the intended model, and erroneous otherwise. Considering the program in Fig. 2.2, the goal head (tail (map
(times N) (from X))) == Y asks for the se ond element of the in nite list that
ontains the produ t of N by the onse utive natural numbers starting at X. The
T OY system rst omputes the valid solution  = fN 7! z, Y 7! zg, and next
the erroneous solution 0 = fN 7! su z, Y 7! zg. The valid solution expe ted
by the user (fN 7! su z, Y 7! su Xg) is in fa t a missing answer. Debugging
missing answers is beyond the s ope of this paper.

3

Problems and Contributions

In this se tion we summarize the main ontributions of this paper to the two
stages of de larative debugging, namely CT generation and CT navigation.

3.1 CT Generation

In the ontext of lazy FP and FLP, two main ways of onstru ting CT's have
been proposed. The program transformation approa h [15, 11, 9, 13℄ gives rise
to transformed programs whose fun tions return CTs along with the originally
expe ted results. The abstra t ma hine approa h [10, 15, 11, 12℄ requires low level
modi ations of the language implementation. Although the se ond approa h
an result in a better performan e, we have adopted the rst one be ause we
nd it more portable and better suited to a formal orre tness analysis. With
respe t to other papers based in the transformational approa h, we present two
main ontributions, des ribed below.
Curried Fun tions: Roughly, all transformational approa hes transform the
fun tions de ned in the sour e program to return pairs of type (; Tree),  being
the type of the originally expe ted result and Tree a datatype for representing
CTs. Moreover, the types of fun tions a ting as parameters of HO fun tions
must be transformed a ordingly. From the viewpoint of types, a n-ary urried
fun tion f is transformed into f 0 as follows:
f :: 1 !    ! n !  ) f 0 :: 10 !    ! n0 ! ( 0 ; Tree)
As explained in Se t. 2, n orresponds to the number of parameters expe ted
by the rewrite rules in f 's de nition, but  an be also a HO type or a variable.
For instan e, the types of the fun tions plus, drop4 and map from Fig. 2.2 (with
respe tive arities 2, 0 and 2) are translated as follows:
plus::nat ! nat ! nat
drop4::[A℄ ! [A℄
map::(A ! B) ! [A℄ ! [B℄

)
)
)

plus'::nat ! nat ! (nat, Tree)
drop4'::([A℄ ! ([A℄, Tree), Tree)
map'::(A ! (B, Tree)) ! [A℄ ! ([B℄, Tree)

As pointed out in [9, 13℄, the previous approa h an lead to type errors when
urried fun tions are used to ompute results whi h are taken as parameters by

other fun tions. For instan e, (map drop4) is well-typed, but the nave translation
(map' drop4') is ill-typed, be ause the type of drop4' does not mat h the type
expe ted by map' for its rst parameter. More generally, the type of the result
returned by f 0 when applied to m arguments depends on the relation between
m and f 's arity n. For example, (map (plus z)) and (map plus) are both welltyped; when translating navely, (map' (plus' z)) remains well-typed, but (map'
plus') be omes ill-typed.
As a possible solution to this problem, the authors of [9℄ suggest to modify the
translation in su h a way that a urried fun tion of arity n > 0 always returns
a result of type (; Tree) when applied to its rst parameter. A ording to this
idea, plus would be ome plus' :: nat ! (nat ! (nat, Tree), Tree).
However, as noted in [9℄, su h a transformation would ause transformed programs to ompute ineÆ iently, produ ing CTs with many useless nodes. Therefore, the authors of [9℄ wrote: "An intermediate transformation whi h only handles urrying when ne essary is desirable. Whatever this an be done without
detailed analysis of the program is under investigation". Our program transformation solves this problem by translating a urried fun tion f of arity n, into
n urried fun tions f00 ; : : : ; fn0 2 ; f 0 with respe tive arities 1, 2, . . . n 1, n, and
0 (m  n 2) is used to translate o urren es of f
proper types. Fun tion fm
applied to m parameters, while f 0 translates o urren es of f applied to n 1 or
more parameters. For instan e, (map plus) translates into (map' plus0 0 ), using
the auxiliary fun tion plus0 0 :: nat ! (nat ! (nat, Tree), Tree).
We provide a similar solution to deal with partial appli ation of urried data
onstru tors, whi h an also ause type errors in the nave approa h (think of
(twi e' su ), as an example). As far as we know, the diÆ ulties with urried onstru tors have not been addressed previously. Our approa h ertainly in reases
the number of fun tions in transformed programs, but the extra fun tions are
used only when needed, and ineÆ ient CTs with useless nodes an be avoided.
A full spe i ation of the translation is presented in Se t. 4.
Corre tness: Our program transformation is provably orre t: it preserves polymorphi well-typing (modulo a type transformation) and program semanti s (as
formalized in [3, 1℄). As we will see in Se t. 4, this orre tness result holds independently of the narrowing strategy hosen as goal solving me hanism. To the
best of our knowledge, previous related papers [15, 11, 9, 13℄ give no orre tness
proof for the program transformation. The author of [13℄, who is aware of the
problem, just relies on intuition for the semanti orre tness. He mentions the
need of a formalized semanti s for a rigorous proof. As for type orre tness, it
is losely related to the treatment of urried fun tions, whi h was de ient in
previous approa hes.
CT Navigation: One important aspe t w.r.t. the pra ti al use of de larative
debuggers is the number of questions asked to the ora le, whi h should be as
redu ed as possible. Our debugger uses a de idable and semanti ally orre t
entailment between fa ts to maintain a onsistent and non-redundant store of
fa ts known from previously answered questions. Redundant questions whose
answer is entailed by stored fa ts are avoided. Details are explained in Se t. 5.

4

Generation of CTs by Program Transformation

In this se tion we present the program transformation used by our debugger
and we dis uss its orre tness. Roughly, a program P is onverted into a new
program P 0 , where fun tion alls return the same results P would return, but
paired with CTs. Formally, P 0 is obtained by transforming the signature  of P
into a new signature  0 , introdu ing de nitions for ertain auxiliary fun tions,
and transforming the fun tion de nitions in luded in P . Let us onsider these
issues one by one.

4.1 Representing Computation Trees
A transformed program always in ludes the onstru tors of the datatype Tree,
used to represent CTs and de ned as follows:
data Tree
= void |
type arg, res
= pVal
type funId, pVal, rule = string

Node funId [arg℄ res rule [ Tree℄

A CT of the form ( Node f ts t rl ts) orresponds to a all to the fun tion
f with arguments ts and result t, where rl indi ates the fun tion rule used to
evaluate the all, and the list ts onsists of the hildren CTs orresponding to
all the fun tion alls (in the lo al de nitions, right-hand side and onditions of
rl) whose a tivation was needed in order to obtain t. Due to lazy evaluation,
the main omputation may demand only partial approximations of the results of
intermediate omputations. Therefore, ts and t stand for possibly partial values,
represented as patterns; and (f ts ! t) represents the basi fa t whose validity
will be asked to the ora le during debugging, as explained in Se t. 2. As for void,
it represents an empty CT, returned by alls to fun tions whi h are trusted
to be not buggy (in parti ular, data onstru tors and the auxiliary fun tions
introdu ed by the translation). Finally, the de nition of arg, res, funId, pVal and
rule as synonyms of the type of hara ter strings is just a simple representation,
urrently used by our prototype debugger.

4.2 Transforming Program Signatures

For every n-ary fun tion f :: 1 ! : : : ! n !  o urring in P , P 0 must
0 for ea h 0  m < n 1, as well as
in lude an (m + 1)-ary auxiliary fun tion fm
0
an n0 -ary fun
tion f , with prin ipal types:
fm :: 10 ! : : : ! m0 +1 ! ((m+2 ! : : : ! n !  )0 ; T ree) for 0  m < n 1
f 0 :: 10 ! : : : ! n0 ! ( 0 ; T ree)
Similarly, for ea h n-ary onstru tor :: 1 ! : : : ! n !  o urring in P , P 0
must keep with the same prin ipal type, and in lude new (m + 1)-ary auxiliary
fun tions 0m (0  m < n), with prin ipal types:
0m :: 10 ! : : : ! m0 +1 ! ((m+2 ! : : : ! n !  )0 ; T ree)
for 0  m < n
The type de larations above depend on a type transformation whi h onverts any
type  in P 's signature into a transformed type  0 . This is de ned re ursively:
0 = ( 2 T V ar)
(C  n )0 = C  n (C 2 T C n )
( !  )0 = 0 ! ( 0 ; T ree)
Finally, P 0 always in ludes the auxiliary fun tions dVal and lean, whose types
and de nitions will be des ribed below.
0

4.3 De ning Auxiliary Fun tions
0 expe ts m + 1 arguments and returns a partial apEa h auxiliary fun tion fm
0 +1 paired with a trivial CT. Ex eptionally, fn0 2 returns a partial
pli ation of fm
appli ation of f 0 . The auxiliary fun tions 0m are de ned similarly, ex ept that
0n 1 returns a value built with the data onstru tor .
f00 X1 = (f10 X1 ; void)
00 X1 = ( 01 X1 ; void)

f10 X1 X2 = (f20 X1 X2 ; void) . . . fn0
01 X1 X2 = ( 02 X1 X2 ; void) . . . 0n

2 X n 1 = (f 0 X n 1 ; void)
1 X n 1 = ( X n 1 ; void)

4.4 Transforming Fun tion De nitions
Ea h de ning rule f t1 : : : tn ! r ( C where LD o urring in P is transformed
into a orresponding de ning rule for f 0 in P 0 . Assuming that LD onsists of

lo al de nitions sj dj and C onsists of onditions li == ri , the transformed
de ning rule is onstru ted as
f 0 t01 : : : t0n ! (R; T ) ( : : : CLi == CRi : : :
wheref
:::
s0j
d0j ;
:::
CLi li0 ;
CRi ri0 ;
:::
R
r0 ;
T
Node "f " [dV al t01 ; : : : dV al t0n ℄ (dV al R) "f:j " ( lean [ ℄)g #
Some additional explanations are needed at this point:
- t0k , s0j , d0j , li0 , ri0 and r0 refer to an expression transformation (de ned below)
whi h onverts any e ::  of signature  into e0 ::  0 of signature  0 .
- R, T , CLi , CRi are new fresh variables, and j is the number of the rule.
-The notation f: : :g # refers to a transformation of the lo al de nitions explained
below.
-dVal :: A ! pVal is an auxiliary impure fun tion without de larative meaning,
very similar to dirt in [9, 13℄. Any all (dVal a) (read: \demanded value of a")
returns a string representing the partial approximation of a's value whi h was
needed to omplete the top level omputation. The debugger's implementation
an ompute this from the internal stru ture representing a at the end of the
main omputation, repla ing all o urren es of suspended fun tion alls by "_",
whi h represents the unde ned value ? 2 . Moreover, dVal also renames all the
0 resp. 0m into f resp. . In this way, the
identi ers of auxiliary fun tions fm
results omputed by the transformed program are translated ba k to the original
signature.
The expression transformation e 7! e0 is de ned by re ursion on e's synta ti
stru ture. The idea is to transform the (possibly partial) appli ations of fun tions
and onstru tors within e, using fun tions from the transformed signature. In
order to ensure e0 ::  0 whenever e ::  , we use two auxiliary appli ation
operators:
2 Be ause of this repla ement of ? in pla e of unknown values, nodes in proof trees
ultimately in lude approximation

statements

rather than

equalities

0 :: ( , Tree) !
0 F ! R where f(R,T)

Fg

() :: ( ! ( , Tree)) !
F  X ! R where f(R,T)
F Xg

!

These are used within e0 at those points where the appli ation of a fun tion
from the translated signature is expe ted to return a value paired with a CT.
Appli ations of higher-order variables are treated in a similar way. Formally:
(X a1 : : : ak )0 = (: : : (X  a01 ) : : : )a0k (X 2 V ar; k  0)
( e1 : : : em )0 = m e01 : : : e0m ( 2 DC n ; m < n; n > 0)
( e1 : : : en )0 = e01 : : : e0n ( 2 DC n ; n  0)
(f a1 : : : ak )0 = (: : : ((0 f ) a01 ) : : : )a0k (f 2 F S 0 ; k  0)
(f e1 : : : em )0 = fm e01 : : : e0m (f 2 F S n ; n > 0; m < n 1)
(f e1 : : : en 1 a1 : : : ak )0 = (: : : ((f e01 : : : e0n 1 )  a01 )  : : :)a0k
(f 2 F S n ; n > 0; k  0)
Looking ba k to the onstru tion of translated de ning rules, we see that the
translated expressions t0k , s0j , d0j , li0 , ri0 and r0 are intended to ensure well-typing,
but ignore CTs. In parti ular, the lo al de nition of T renders a CT whose root
has the proper form, but whose hildren are not yet de ned. In order to omplete
the translation, the translated lo al de nitions f: : :g are transformed into f: : :g #,
whi h means the normal form obtained by applying the transformation rules AP0
and AP1 de ned below, with a leftmost-innermost strategy.
 AP0 :
f: : : ; t e[0 g℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean lp)g
!
f: : : ; (R0 ; T 0 ) g; t e[R0 ℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean (lp ++[(dVal R0 ; T 0)℄))g
 AP1 :
f: : : ; t e[a  s℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean lp)g
!
f: : : ; (R0 ; T 0 ) a s; t e[R0 ℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean (lp ++[(dVal R0 ; T 0)℄))g
In both transformations, ``++'' stands for the list on atenation fun tion. R0 and
T 0 must be hosen as new fresh variables, and t is the pattern in the lefthand
side of a lo al de nition whose righthand side in ludes a leftmost-innermost
o urren e of an appli ation operator (0 g ) or (a  s) in some ontext. Be ause
of the leftmost-innermost strategy, we an laim:
{ AP0 always nds a nullary fun tion symbol in pla e of g.
{ AP1 always nds a pattern in pla e of s, and either a variable or a pattern
of the form g t1 : : : tn 1 (with g 2 FS 0n , n > 0) in pla e of a.
Ea h appli ation of the AP transformations eliminates the urrently leftmostinnermost o urren e of an appli ation operator, while introdu ing a lo al definition for the result R0 and CT T 0 oming from that appli ation, and adding
the pair (dVal R0 ; T 0 ) to the list of hildren of T . When the AP transformations
terminate, no appli ation operators remain. Therefore, 0 and  do not o ur in
transformed programs. All the o urren es of ``++'' within the righthand side
of T 's lo al de nition an be removed, a ording to the usual de nition of list
on atenation. This leads to a list lp :: [(pVal, Tree)℄ in luding as many CTs
as appli ation operators did o ur in the lo al de nitions, ea h of them paired
with a partial result. Finally, ( lean lp) builds the ultimate list of hildren CTs,
by ignoring those pairs (pv, t) in lp su h that t is void or pv represents ?. The
auxiliary fun tion lean :: [(pVal, Tree)℄ ! Tree (whose simple de nition
is omitted here) must be in luded in any transformed program.

4.5 An Example
Transforming the T OY program from Fig. 2.2 would produ e, among others,
the fun tion de nitions shown below. The on rete syntax of T OY is used here.
twi e'
:: (A -> (A, Tree)) -> A -> (A, Tree)
twi e' F X = (R,T)
where {(R1,T1) = F X;
(R2,T2) = F R1;
R
= R2;
T
= Node "twi e" [dVal F, dVal X℄ (dVal R) "twi e.1"
( lean [(dVal R1,T1), (dVal R2,T2)℄) }
drop4' :: ([nat℄ -> ([nat℄, Tree), Tree)
drop4' = (R,T)
where {(R1,T1) = twi e' twi e_0' tail';
R
= R1;
T
= Node "drop4" [℄ (dVal R) "drop4.1"
( lean [(dVal R1,T1)℄)}

4.6 Transforming Goals
The debugging pro ess an be started whenever some goal G is solved with an
erroneous answer . In order to build a suitable CT for the goal, a new fun tion
de nition solution Xn = true ( G is onsidered, whose translation is added
to the transformed program. Here, Xn are the variables o urring in G. Sin e
 is a solution for G, the goal solution Xn  == (true, Tree) an be solved by
the translated program, without instantiating any free variable in Xn , and
instantiating Tree to a CT with erroneous root. The navigation phase of the
debugger pro eeds with this CT.

4.7 Corre tness Results
We an prove three main results about the orre tness of our program transformation. The rst result on erns the type dis ipline. Thanks to it, the debugger
does not need to perform any type he king/inferen e before entering the CT
generation phase.
Theorem 1 The translation P 0 of a well-typed program P is always well-typed.
Proof Idea. Assuming an expression e in P 's signature and a type environment
T su h that T `W T e ::  , one an prove T 0 `W T e0 ::  0 for T 0 =def
fXi :: i0 j (Xi :: i ) 2 Tg. Using this result, and reasoning by indu tion on
the number of AP steps involved in the transformation of de ning rules, it an
be proved that any well-typed de ning rule for a fun tion f in P is transformed
into a well-typed de ning rule for f 0 in P 0 . On the other hand, the de ning rules
for auxiliary fun tions o urring in P 0 are obviously well-typed.
2
The se ond result says that the translation preserves the semanti s of sour e
programs, enhan ed by the additional omputation of CTs. Re all the notation
P ` f tn ! t explained in Se t. 2, whi h an be used also for transformed
programs. Intuitively, a basi fa t f tn ! t asserts that the fun tion all f tn

an return a partial result t a ording to the semanti s of program P . Note also
that the translation of a pattern t, following the de nition from Subse tion 4.4,
is always a pattern t0 from whi h t an be univo ally re overed.
Theorem 2 For any n-ary fun tion f and arbitrary partial patterns tn , t in the
signature of a program P , it holds:
1. If P 0 ` f 0 t0n ! (t0 ; t) then P ` f tn ! t.
2. If P ` f tn ! t then there is some pattern t in P 0 's signature, whi h
represents an abbreviated proof tree proving P ` f tn ! t in the sense of
[1℄, and su h that P 0 ` f 0 t0n ! (t0 ; t).
Proof Idea. Abbreviated Proof Trees (APTs) were introdu ed in [1℄ to formalize
proofs of basi fa ts in a semanti al ulus SC. Due to the form of the inferen e
rules of SC , it an be he ked that an APT T whi h proves P ` f tn ! t
must be built by using some parti ular instan e of de ning rule for f of the form
f tn ! r ( C where LD. Moreover, the root of T must ontain f tn ! t, and
the hildren must be a list of APTs orresponding to SC proofs whi h justify the
lo al de nitions in LD, the onditions in C and the statement r ! t. Moreover,
a areful analysis of SC 's inferen e rules shows that these hildren CTs must
orrespond to fun tion appli ations whi h return a partial result di erent from
?, taken in leftmost-innermost order. The de nition of transformed de ning
rules in P 0 has been designed to build pre isely su h CTs.
2
Finally, as a onsequen e of the previous result, the generated CT provides a
orre t basis for the navigation phase:
Theorem 3 Assume a program P , a wrong answer  for a goal G, and a CT
T obtained by running a transformed program, as explained in Se t. 4.6. Then
T has at least one buggy node, whi h in ludes an indi ation of a semanti ally
in orre t instan e of a de ning rule from P .
Proof. Be ause of Theorem 2, T is an APT. The Corre tness Theorem from [1℄
ensures the following: any APT whose root is erroneous always in ludes some
buggy node whose asso iated program rule instan e is not valid in the intended
model.
2
We would like to stress the fa t that Theorem 3 holds independently of the
narrowing strategy implemented by the system used to run the transformed
program. Although a parti ular narrowing al ulus was proposed in [1℄ to formalize the onstru tion of APTs, all APTs (in parti ular, those omputed by
transformed programs) are orre t CTs for debugging. Of ourse, the narrowing
strategy a e ts the order in whi h eventual wrong answers are omputed.

5

Navigating the CTs by Ora le Querying

On e the CT asso iated to a wrong answer has been built (as des ribed in
Subse tion 4.6), navigation performs a top-down traversal, asking the ora le
about the validity of the basi fa ts asso iated to the visited nodes (ex ept the
root, whi h is known to be erroneous in advan e). For the sake of pra ti al
usefulness, it is important to ensure that questions asked to the ora le are as

few and as simple as possible. The se ond ondition - simpli ity - omes along
with our hoi e of APTs as CTs, sin e basi fa ts are the minimal pie es of
information needed to hara terize the intended model of a program (see [1℄).
To redu e the number of questions, the only possibility onsidered in related
papers is to avoid asking repeated questions. As an improvement, we present
an entailment relation between basi fa ts, and we show that it an be used to
avoid redundant questions whi h an be dedu ed from previous answers.
Our notion of entailment is based on the approximation ordering v, de ned as
the least partial order over the set Pat? of partial patterns whi h satis es:
- ?v t, t any partial pattern.
- X v X , X any variable.
- h tn v h sn , if t1 v s1 : : : tn v sn , with h 2 DC m , n  m or h 2 F S m , n < m.
This ordering has a natural semanti interpretation: t v t0 means that t0 has at
least so mu h information as t. For instan e: (z : ?) v (z : su z : ?). Using
v, we de ne: A basi fa t f tn ! t entails another basi fa t f sn ! s (written
as f tn ! t  f sn ! s) i there is some total substitution  2 Subst su h
that t1  v s1 ; : : : ; tn  v sn ; s v t.
The following result justi es the interest of entailment, sin e the answers given
by any ora le in de larative debugging are assumed to be valid in the intended
model of the program.
Theorem 4 Entailment between basi fa ts is a de idable preorder (i.e, re exive and transitive relation). Moreover, for any set I of basi statements whi h
represents an intended model: if f tn ! t  f sn ! s and f tn ! t 2 I then
f sn ! s 2 I .
Proof Idea To prove de idability of entailment, we have de ned a system of
transformations, somewhat similar to those used in Martelli and Montanari's
uni ation algorithm. These transformations ompute the needed substitution
 whenever entailment holds, and they fail otherwise. The fa t that entailment
is a preorder is easy to he k. The last laim of the Theorem follows easily from
the formal de nition of intended model given in [1℄.
2
Thanks to Theorem 4, a question Q entailed by a fa t already known to be
valid be ause of some previous answer, must be valid. For instan e, if we already
know that from X ! X:(su X):[℄ is valid then other basi fa ts entailed by
this one, su h as from z ! z:? and from (su Y) ! (su Y):(su (su Y)):[℄,
must also be valid. Dually, a question Q whi h entails a fa t known to be invalid
be ause of some previous answer, must be invalid. In both ases, a question to
the ora le an be avoided. For instan e, if we know from a previous answer that
from z ! (su z):? is not valid, then other basi fa ts that entail this one,
su h as from X ! (su X):(su (su X)):[℄ must be also invalid.
The debugger has been implemented as part of the T OY system. A prototype
version an be downloaded from http://titan.sip.u m.es/toy/debug.tar.gz. The
implementation of entailment is still ongoing work. Currently the debugger just
avoids asking a question whi h is a variant of some previous one.

Here we show a debugging session for our example program of Fig. 2.2. The
user a tivates the debugger be ause the in orre t answer fN7! su z, Y7! zg
has been omputed for the goal head (tail ( map (times N) (from X))) == Y:
Is (from X ! (X:(su X):?)) valid? y
Is (map (times (su z)) (X:(su X):?) ! (?:z:?)) valid? n
Is (map (times (su z)) ((su X):?)) ! (z:?)) valid? n
Is (times (su z) (su X) ! z) valid? n
Is (times z (su X) ! z) valid? y
Is (plus z z ! z) valid? y
Rule number 2 of the fun tion times is wrong.
Wrong instan e: times (su z) (su X) ! (plus z (times z (su

X)))

The debugger nds out an in orre t program rule after asking six questions to
the user. Noti e that in our implementation not only the number of the wrong
rule is displayed, but also the in orre t instan e used during the omputation.
This instan e an be sometimes helpful when looking for the bug in the rule.
Our implementation also avoids to ask questions about prede ned fun tions (e.g.
arithmeti operations), sin e they are trusted to be orre t. Allowing the user
to annotate ertain fun tions to be trusted as orre t is a simple albeit useful
extension, not yet implemented.

6

Con lusions and Future Work

Program transformation is a known approa h to the implementation of de larative debugging of wrong answers in lazy fun tional (and logi ) languages [15, 11,
9, 13℄. We have given a new, more formal spe i ation of this te hnique, whi h
brings two main advantages w.r.t. previous related work. Firstly, our approa h
avoids type errors related to the use of urried fun tions, whi h were not handled
properly up to now. Se ondly, our program transformation is provably orre t: it
preserves polymorphi well-typing (modulo a type transformation) and program
semanti s (as formalized in our [3, 1℄). This orre tness result holds independently of the narrowing strategy hosen as goal solving me hanism. A prototype
implementation of our debugger for the fun tional logi language T OY [6℄ has
been implemented. In a debugging session, the debugger navigates through a
omputation tree, previously generated by exe ution of a transformed program.
In order to alleviate the omplexity of the navigation phase, we have developed
a semanti ally orre t algorithm whi h dete ts and avoids redundant questions
to the ora le.
In the near future, we plan to transfer our prototype debugger to the language
Curry [5℄. We also plan to investigate and implement extensions of the debugger,
to deal with missing answers and onstraint-based omputations. Most existing
work on these issues, as e.g. [7, 16℄, refers to LP and CLP languages. Eventually,
we would like to ompare our approa h with abstra t diagnosis te hniques [2℄,
in order to evaluate their respe tive pros and ons.
A knowledgements We are grateful to Pa o Lopez, who has followed our work
with interest and provided useful advi e. We are also very indebted to Mer edes
Abengozar for her great help with implementation work.
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